Microphone wiring color code

Many people asked me about microphone wiring. Different manufacturers may use a different
way to wire microphone. The CB and microphone are too far from the desk, causing a great deal
of inconvenience. I would like to create a splitter for the microphone so that I can use two 2
microphones, the CB and original, hand-held microphone would remain where they are and the
new microphone, an A-Static desk-top model would have a longer cord and be placed on the
desk. Ideally, the PTT button on the desk-top microphone should render the hand-held
microphone temporarily disabled so that there would only be one microphone able to transmit
at a time. Is this possible? The existing system consists of a Cobra Vehicle I have several CB
with a four 4 pin hand-held microphone. The A-Static desk-top microphone is also a four 4 and
does work properly on the CB. I also have all the parts and tools I need, since I started to work
on this about years ago. Ie, multi-meter, soldering iron, female four 4 pin connectors, project
box, spare wires and spare CBs and micorphones for testing at home, first. Your email address
will not be published. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. All about Radio. Comments im trying to solder a 6 pin but 5 wires on a midland xl as
someone has changed it for other cb, what is the wiring numbers ie 1 is colour wire, 2 is colour
wire and so on. Would you have any suggestions on how to properly wire such a microphone
splitter configuration? Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks much! Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Disclosure: As an Amazon Associate I
earn from qualifying purchases. This means that at no cost to you, we may earn a small
commission for qualifying purchases. Are you sure the wires are in place? Yes, microphone
wiring is so stressful when the right wiring info is out of reach. It might be a trial-and-error
process to know the proper arrangement of wires. But, thanks to Ohm Meter! The work could be
done quickly and more convenient. For more details about wiring color codes, check out the
Astatic Wiring Handbook and see different microphone wirings. The proper wiring arrangement
with the wire code is specifically discussed down below. The diagram below shows the proper
wiring connection of 4-wired mic cable. A certain wire has an appropriate pin number that is
necessary to be followed. Not following the details will cause your household harm. Here are
the included five wires discuss briefly:. Like the number of wires is more than microphone pins
or vice versa. Here are ways to make it fit even if not perfectly suitable:. Here are three easy to
follow steps on wiring a new mic to CB:. Knowing the CB microphone wiring color code is a
great way to learn how to personally setup radio and microphone devices. You can search for
more detailed tutorials on YouTube about microphone wiring and then follow every step. Then
again, there are six total wiring color codes with corresponding wires such as audio, transmit,
receive, common, shield, and ground. Two diagrams are shown, one for 4-wire mic and the
other for a 5-wire mic. Only a few differences are seen between the two in terms of wire
connections. Troubleshooting is the key to keep things done. In case you buy a new mic, only
three steps are to be followed to finally set up the new mic. Keep your eyes on the few
reminders provided above for your own sake. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for
the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. How To Guides. David Radios July 14, David Radios The Jeep is
the only true American sports car. You might also like. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are
stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the
website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this
website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the
option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect
on your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Read more
From all of us here at CB World, we wish you the very best. Contact CB World! We created this
page to help people understand that not all microphones are wired the same way. For example,
just because two different microphones are 4 pin does not mean that they are wired the same,
even if they are the same brand! Different manufacturers may wire their microphones
differently. Generally, a radio manufacturer will wire their microphones the same so that the
microphones are interchangeable between their radios, however, this is not always the case.
There are some radio brands that have the same general wiring such as Cobra and Uniden but
that is not always the case. The list below offers some microphone wiring information. Mic
wiring can be frustrating enough, but when you can't find the right wiring info, it is just

impossible. We will continue to try to get all the information that we can listed on this page.
Galaxy CB Radios. Uniden CB Radios. Modulation 2. Ground 6. Power Supply. About Us. Store
Links. Customer Service. Get advice, hear about specials, and much more when you follow us
on social media! Do you have questions? My Account. Track My Order s Anti-bot validation.
Sign in Register Email Address. Password Forgot your password? Register for a new account.
Anti-bot validation. Sign in. Remember me. Cart Checkout Cart Checkout Cart is empty. Cart is
empty. View Cart. By Type. By Brand. By Vehicle. Antenna Parts and Accessories. Microphone
Parts and Accessories. Radio Parts. Microphone Wiring We created this page to help people
understand that not all microphones are wired the same way. Power Supply Having troubles
with your microphone? Make sure the connections are tightened. Ensure that the microphone
pins on the radio are making a connection with the microphone plug. If need be, you can very
gently spread the pins with a small flathead screwdriver. Make sure your CB mic is plugged in
securely. Check for breaks or damage to the plug and cord. Check the pins in the radio for
damage as well. Be sure you are pressing the CB microphone button all the way in. If it is a
power mic or echo mic, make sure there is a battery in it! So I have this Pro com ll amplified Mic
think made by Telex. It was wired for my Pres HR and worked really good. I want to wire for my
cobra 4 pin cobra 25 and 29 but can't seem to figure out. Any help would be appreciated. Had a
wiring booklet but misplaced it. Thanks in advance. Here is the information that we have. We
hope that helps! I have a cobra 29 lx max. All my wires in my mic broke off and i need to put it
back together but i can not find a wire diagram any where for it. Its a 6 pin. Will a stock cobra 29
mic work on a magnum s radio. Thanks for all your help on wiring. I have looked on the internet
and the results agree with my Red Devil Microphone. Though when I plug the Red Devil in. The
radio goes into transmit. If I use the original Uniden Microphone which came with the radio. All
is fine. Kind regards, Paul. With your results, it seem like the microphone was rewired. Was the
Red Devil Microphone that you have brand new or could someone have rewired it? Prev 1 2.
Customer Service About your order Wishlist Comparison list. Shop With Confidence. Enter your
email to receive special offers and news! Email Address. To wire any microphone you need to
know two things:. The wiring details for the rig. The color code for the mic. If you are lucky this
book will list both of these, or if you are wiring a new mic it should have come supplied with the
color code so you only need the rig wiring. If you do not know either or both of these, then the
next few pages explain how you can work them out for yourself. You should then proceed with
the following steps. Look up the wiring diagram for your rig. On a piece of scrap paper draw the
mic plug as shown in the appropriate diagram. These diagrams show the plug from the side you
will be soldering. Look up your mic and find the color code. Transfer the colours listed to your
drawing, substituting the color of the wire for the function listed on diagram. Now simply solder
the wires to your plug exactly as you have them shown in your diagram. An example of how to
do this to wire an Astatic to an Audioline rig is shown below:. Usually a standard mic will have
four wires: common, receive, transmit, and audio. First you need something to test for
continuity: either a multimeter if you have one, or something as simple as a battery and bulb.
Basically anything to test for a closed circuit. If you do not have a multimeter or anything else to
test for continuity, you can make the simple circuit below with just a bulb, battery, and cable to
do these tests. Connect your multimeter or continuity tester to the braid, and with the mic
UNKEYED check each of the wires in turn until you find continuity. Key the mic whilst still
connected to this wire, the continuity should stop. With the tester still connected to the
common, key the mic. Now test all wires until you find continuity. Unkey the mic and the
continuity should stop. Having performed the above tests makes a note of the function of each
wire and keeps a note of these for future reference. In most cases the switch common is black,
but not always. This must be established by testing all the wires. Perform the tests as for the
4-wire mic to then establish the receive and transmit. If you cannot find the receive or transmit,
your assumed common must be wrong so take another wire as common and repeat the tests. It
will usually show an open circuit when the mic is unkeyed. Some microphones will have more
than 5 wires in the lead. In some cases this is simply because there are spare wires which are
not used and can be ignored , and in other cases these are used for such things as channel
change etc. It is a good idea to make a note of the color code for any microphone you test.
Ideally if your rig is not listed you may have a circuit diagram of the set. This should have a
diagram of the mic switching arrangement, from which you should be able to see the function of
each pin on the mic socket. However there will be times when neither of the above are possible,
so the steps below suggest how you may be able to discover the wiring of the rig. With the rig
switched off, use a multimeter or a test circuit similar to the one in the previous section to find
which pin is earthed,. Switch the rig on. Turn the volume to halfway and open the squelch.
Connect a short wire to the -ve of your power supply. Touch the other end of this wire to each of
the pins in the mic socket in turn. One pin will cause the rig to start receiving noise heard from

the speaker. One pin will cause the rig to start transmitting transmit light illuminates or meter
keys across. If there is more than one unidentified pins the AUDIO pin might be identified by
keeping the rig by earthling the transmit pin and then touching each pin in turn with your finger.
On rigs with more than four pins you may often find that there is a voltage present on one or
more of the other pins. If you short this pin to earth you may damage the set. Do not use the
above method for checking the rig wiring if this is the case. The following sections are the most
important part of this book, they contain all the wiring color codes for all the microphones for
which I have details and the wiring diagrams for all the rigs for which I have details. The
information is laid out as follows:. Model number or name lists alphabetically by manufacturer
and all rigs. A letter from A to Z is then given to signify the wiring details of that rig. This letter
refers to one of the diagrams at the back of this book. These diagrams show the mic plug from
the side that you will be soldering it. The diagrams with the thin black outline and the black pins
are for DIN plugs. There are two diagrams showing the pin numbers for the standard 4-pin and
5-pin DIN plugs. For all screw-in mic plugs the pins are numbered anti-clockwise from the top
left hand pin from the solder side. All the microphones are listed alphabetically by
manufacturers name. Model numbers are given where available. For some manufacturers e.
Astatatic where all their known mics use the same color code the model numbers have not been
listed. Where there is a joint common between switch and audio this is listed in the
Audio-common C column only. I should Have known better. Mic Wiring??? D to president
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